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Designed as the portable counterpart of MyImgur, this is a desktop client that lets you conveniently take screenshots and upload
the images to your Imgur account. It comes packed with a bunch of interesting options that you can easily fiddle with and which
help you speed up the entire operation. Portability perks As there is no setup pack involved, you can extract the program files to
a custom location on the disk and just click the executable to launch MyImgur. Another possibility is to save it to a pen drive or
other removable storage unit to directly run it on any computer, without having to install anything beforehand. An important
aspect worth keeping in mind is that, unlike most programs with installers, MyImgur does not contribute with new entries to the
Windows registry, so it doesn't increase the risk of OS stability issues. Upload local photos or capture the screen The interface is
pretty easy to deal with. It is based on a small window that shows several buttons and lets you easily set up your Imgur account
information (if necessary). You can directly upload local images as long as they have the JPG, PNG, BMP or GIF format, or
capture any region of the screen or active window, which will be automatically uploaded (this is indicated by a notification
message popping up from the system tray). Edit a wide range of program preferences There are a lot configuration settings
available for MyImgur. For example, you can specify the size and quality for uploaded pics, make new albums hidden, secret or
public, point out a naming pattern for the photos, ask the tool to automatically copy the Imgur link to the Clipboard right after
upload and to open the page in the browser, as well as to use only the primary monitor (multiple monitors are supported). What's
more, the program can be minimized to the system tray area to become non-intrusive, run at every Windows startup until further
notice, and close after upload. You can also configure keyboard shortcuts for quickly selecting files, capturing the screen area
and selecting the Aero window, apply a proxy configuration for connecting to the Internet, change the UI visual style and
background image, and so on. Evaluation and conclusion No error dialogs popped up in our tests, and the software utility did not
hang or crash. It quickly uploads photos while remaining light on system resources. Taking into account its practical features
and numerous settings, MyImgur should meet the requirements of most users looking to easily upload pictures to the Imgur file
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Have you ever wondered about a nickname you can only remember when you’re imbedded in your teenage years or into your
twenties? Now is the time to give yourself a different, strange or even quirky nickname for your own betterment. There’s a
sizable variety of concepts to be experimented with here, so giving yourself a new funky nomenclature is definitely worth a try.
Anyway, the nickname generator you can find in here will generate a custom nickname for you. ... Download Now MyImgur
1.1.0.0.3 Have you ever wondered about a nickname you can only remember when you’re imbedded in your teenage years or
into your twenties? Now is the time to give yourself a different, strange or even quirky nickname for your own betterment.
There’s a sizable variety of concepts to be experimented with here, so giving yourself a new funky nomenclature is definitely
worth a try. Anyway, the nickname generator you can find in here will generate a custom nickname for you. MyImgur Portable
Uploader Features and Benefits: Have you ever wondered about a nickname you can only remember when you’re imbedded in
your teenage years or into your twenties? Now is the time to give yourself a different, strange or even quirky nickname for your
own betterment. There’s a sizable variety of concepts to be experimented with here, so giving yourself a new funky
nomenclature is definitely worth a try. Anyway, the nickname generator you can find in here will generate a custom nickname
for you. Designed as the portable counterpart of MyImgur, this is a desktop client that lets you conveniently take screenshots
and upload the images to your Imgur account. It comes packed with a bunch of interesting options that you can easily fiddle
with and which help you speed up the entire operation. Portability perks As there is no setup pack involved, you can extract the
program files to a custom location on the disk and just click the executable to launch MyImgur. Another possibility is to save it
to a pen drive or other removable storage unit to directly run it on any computer, without having to install anything beforehand.
An important aspect worth keeping in mind is that, unlike most programs with installers, MyImgur does not contribute with new
entries to the Windows registry, so it doesn't increase the risk of OS stability issues. Upload local photos or capture the screen
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MyImgur is the most convenient and user-friendly remote access tool to upload photos and videos. Designed as the portable
counterpart of MyImgur, this is a desktop client that lets you conveniently take screenshots and upload the images to your Imgur
account. It comes packed with a bunch of interesting options that you can easily fiddle with and which help you speed up the
entire operation. Portability perks As there is no setup pack involved, you can extract the program files to a custom location on
the disk and just click the executable to launch MyImgur. Another possibility is to save it to a pen drive or other removable
storage unit to directly run it on any computer, without having to install anything beforehand. An important aspect worth
keeping in mind is that, unlike most programs with installers, MyImgur does not contribute with new entries to the Windows
registry, so it doesn't increase the risk of OS stability issues. Upload local photos or capture the screen The interface is pretty
easy to deal with. It is based on a small window that shows several buttons and lets you easily set up your Imgur account
information (if necessary). You can directly upload local images as long as they have the JPG, PNG, BMP or GIF format, or
capture any region of the screen or active window, which will be automatically uploaded (this is indicated by a notification
message popping up from the system tray). Edit a wide range of program preferences There are a lot configuration settings
available for MyImgur. For example, you can specify the size and quality for uploaded pics, make new albums hidden, secret or
public, point out a naming pattern for the photos, ask the tool to automatically copy the Imgur link to the Clipboard right after
upload and to open the page in the browser, as well as to use only the primary monitor (multiple monitors are supported). What's
more, the program can be minimized to the system tray area to become non-intrusive, run at every Windows startup until further
notice, and close after upload. You can also configure keyboard shortcuts for quickly selecting files, capturing the screen area
and selecting the Aero window, apply a proxy configuration for connecting to the Internet, change the UI visual style and
background image, and so on. Evaluation and conclusion No error dialogs popped up in our tests, and the software utility did not
hang or crash. It quickly uploads photos while remaining light on system resources. Taking into account its practical features
and numerous settings, My

What's New In?

Imgur is a free image sharing website that allows any user to upload images of any format and to share them with the
community. Your pictures are available forever and can be linked to other websites through tags. With this plug-in, you can
simply take a screenshot of your computer screen or any window, cut out the part of interest, and upload it directly to your
Imgur account. The program is completely portable, comes with no setup nor installation and quickly uploads photos. Key
features Unlimited uploads: It doesn't matter if you have just an account or hundreds of accounts. You are free to upload
whatever you want to your gallery and share on the Web. Light on system resources: It only takes a couple of megabytes of your
available disk space. Portable: You can easily create a portable version of this tool so that it can be used on any computer
without having to install anything. Ease of use: The program is pretty simple to use. You can easily select the part of interest on
your computer screen (even from a video file) to easily upload it. High-quality uploads: The upload process is fast, and it allows
you to fine-tune the image resolution and compression rate. Private or public galleries: The gallery can be set to be private or
public, which lets other members of the community to upload their images or view them. Image compression: You can choose
the JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF or even the JPEG 2000 format. The type of image, as well as the quality (up to 9 levels of
compression), is configurable. Powerful image viewer for Windows. Slideshow with auto play, transition effects, fade, color
picker and more. The images can be sorted by size, date, modified date, file name and year-month-day. By default, the
slideshow will start playing when you double-click a folder on the desktop. It can open JPEG, BMP, GIF, PNG, EPS, PSD, JPS,
SWF, ICON, TIF, WMF, EMF and other popular formats (change the extension type in the options). You can watch a slideshow
with hundreds of selected images. You can crop and rotate pictures, add a text to the image, apply a number of special effects,
select a font and define the layout of the slideshow. You can specify how often the images should repeat, how often the
slideshow starts and stops, and more. The
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System Requirements For MyImgur Portable:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 @ 2.3GHz, AMD FX-6300 Memory: 8GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760/AMD Radeon R9 270 Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i7-3770K @ 4.0GHz Memory: 16GB
RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980/AMD Radeon R9 390
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